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The Statue of Liberty remains one of the most
recognizable landmarks in the world, with millions traveling to
New York every year to visit Lady Liberty. For those not able to
physically make the journey, they can turn to EarthCam for the
ultimate viewing experience. As part of the 125th anniversary
celebrations, EarthCam gifted the Statue of Liberty with 5
high-tech webcams. Installed on the famous golden torch,
this collection of unique cameras invite viewers to experience
a one-of-a-kind look from a part of the Statue that has been
closed off to the public since 1916.
The technology powering these webcams comes in the
form of EarthCam’s new line of 16 megapixel construction
cameras. Available in robotic and fixed position versions, these
webcam solutions are designed for professionals seeking
superior quality remote documentation for small to large
Webcams installed in the golden torch
scale projects. The cutting-edge systems are programmed
provide a unique perspective of New York
to automatically capture large 4,928 x 3,264 pixel inspectionand surrounding areas.
grade images continuously 24/7. A wide screen live streaming
video preview allows users to quickly take on-demand
snapshots of their project remotely at any time. Unique to the systems is the ability to capture wide-angle and tall portrait views,
and without the blurry edges typically found on lower quality webcams. The robotic version will also pan the entire jobsite, capturing
numerous HD images and will automatically stitch them together into an impressive 700 megapixel panorama. Housed in a
thermostatically-regulated, corrosion-resistant black enclosure, the inclusion of a maintenance-free wiper ensures optimal image clarity.
Years of hard work and innovation went into the concept and creation of these webcams, but EarthCam’s job is far from over.
Powered by EarthCam’s Control Center software, these cameras are constantly monitored, ensuring that they remain online in order
to deliver unmatched views from the Statue for the world to enjoy.
To see the Statue of Liberty Cams, visit: http://www.earthcam.com/usa/newyork/statueofliberty/?cam=liberty_str
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